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The last catalog synchronization attempt was unsuccessful
Pantheon interface. Pantheon - mini-game added July 15, 2017, version 2.0034. It is unlocked, spending one piece of sugar to upgrade the temples to level 1. Further updates do not affect the Pantheon. Currently, it is impossible to change the mood on a mobile browser. The slotting of the spirit is worth
one Worship swap. Worship swaps are accrued over time at a rate depending on how much you have, a maximum of 3. Worship swaps can be replenished to the maximum instantly by spending sugar lump. The number of worshipswaps available time to top up the next 0 16 hours 1 4 hours 2 1 hour

Pantheon has three slots for worship up to three spirits at the same time. The three slots vary in efficiency, resulting in the diamond slot producing the most enhanced effect, and the jade slot being the softest. Since all perfumes have both positive and negative aspects, the strongest effect available from
this spirit may or may not be the most desirable. Icon Title Positive Effect (Diamond/Ruby/Jade) Negative Effect (Diamond/Ruby/Jade) Holobor, Spirit of Ascetic No. 15/10/5% of CpS base. Immortal life, focused on the inner self, away from the distractions of material riches. Vomitrax, Spirit of Decadence
Golden and Anger Cookie effect duration 7/5/2% Building Grant -7/5/2% CpS. This sleazy spirit revels in the thirst for quick easy to get and contempt for the cost of stable work. Godzamok, Spirit of Ruin Buff, which raises clicks by 1/0.5/0.25% for each building sold for 10 seconds. The sale of buildings is
causing a positive effect of increased how many buildings have been sold. (note 1) The embodiment of natural disasters. An uncoordimist motive leads to the destruction caused by this spirit. Cycles, Spirit of The Ages CpS bonus fluctuates up to 15% over time. Effect cycles within 3/12/24 hours. The CpS
bonus fluctuates up to -15% over time. Usually 15% to -15% These perfumes know everything you will ever do, and likes to issue harsh judgments. Selebrak, Spirit of Holidays Some seasonal effects are rising. Big/medium/small momentum. Switching seasons 100/50/25% higher. It's a spirit of merry
getaway and regret Monday morning. Dotjeiess, Spirit creation Buildings 7/5/2% cheaper. Celestial chips have 30/20/10% less effect. All things that will and will always be written according to the script have long been incomprehensible of the siets of this spirit. Skruuia, Spirit Scorn Wrinklers appear
150/100/50% faster and digest 15/10/5% more cookies. (note 2) All golden cookies anger cookies with a greater likelihood of negative effects. (Note 3) This spirit likes to poke dirty beasts and watch them wriggle out, but has no love for their own family. Muridal, Spirit of Labour Cliques 15/10/5% more
powerful. Building 3/2/1% less. This spirit enjoys good cheese after a hard day hard Mokalsium, Mother Spirit Milk is 10/5/3% more powerful. Golden and angry cookies appear 15/10/5% less. The caring spirit said to contain himself, inside infinitely. Jeremy, Spirit of Industrial Buildings produce 10/6/3%
more cookies. Golden and angry cookies appear 10/6/3% less. Although this spirit has many regrets, helping you rule the world through constant industrialization is not one of them. Rigidel, Spirit order Sugar chunks mature 60/40/20 minutes earlier. The effect is only active when the total number of
buildings ends at 0. (Note 4) You'll find that life just gets a little sweeter if you can motivate that spirit with neat numbers and properly filled tax returns. The effect of Cyclia, the Spirit of the Ages fluctuates through time sineoidally. Check out the following table for specific numbers. Time (UTC) Diamond
Ruby Jade 00:00 0% 0% 0% 01:00 +12.99% +7.5% +3.88% 02:00 -12.99% +12.99% +7.5% 03:00 0% +15% +10.61% 04:00 +12.99% +12.99% +12.99% 05:00 -12.99% +7.5% +14.49% 06:00 0% 0% +15% 07:00 +12.99% -7.5% +14.49% 08:00 -12.99% -12.99% +12.99% 09:00 0% -15% +10.61% 10:00
+12.99% -12.99% +7.5% 11:00 -12.99% -7.5% +3.88% 12:00 0% 0% 0% 13:00 +12.99% +7.5% -3.88% 14:00 -12.99% +12.99% -7.5% 15:00 0% +15% -10.61% 16:00 +12.99% +12.99% -12.99% 17:00 -12.99% +7.5% -14.49% 18:00 0% 0% -15% 19:00 +12.99% -7.5% -14.49% 20:00 -12.99% -12.99%
-12.99% 21:00 0% -15% -10.61% 22:00 +12.99% -12.99% -7.5% 23:00 -12.99% -7.5% -3.88% In Diamond slot, +15% at 0:45, 3:45, 6:45, 9:45, 12:45, 15:45, 18:45 and 21:45, -15% at 2:15, 5:15, 8:15, 11:15 2:15 p.m., 5:15 p.m., 8:15 p.m. and 11:15 p.m. The Kilia bonus during the day can be maximized
by switching it between slots periodically. You can follow the schedule below, not just below the two worship slots. (Note 5) Time (UTC) Slot 00:00 Diamond 01:12 Ruby 04:00 Jade 09:19 Diamond 10:20 Jade 12:00 Diamond 1 3:12 Ruby 18:00 Diamond 19:30 (no) 21:00 Diamond 22:30 (no) For a more
detailed view of the timings, and how they overlap each other, Check the chart ahead: Note 6 Celebrak Effect, Spirit holidays for each season are: Season effect (Diamond/Ruby/Jade) Valentine's Day heart cookies 30/20/10% more powerful. (Note 7) Business Day Golden Cookies appear 4.5/3/1.5%
more often. The Easter Rejection Rate to Get Easter Eggs is reduced to 90/95/97%. Halloween waiver rate to get Halloween cookies is reduced to 90/95/97%. The Christmas rejection rate to get Christmas cookies is reduced to 90/95/97%. Deer appear 10/5/3% more often. When a game has a season
other than Business Day, golden cookies appear 3/2/1% more often. NotesEdit - Selling more time during the buff won't reset the timer, but the multiplier will stack additively even if the bonus information doesn't change. More precisely, the wrinklers throw more cookies rather than digest more So it's good
to use Skruuia just before all wrinkled. The amount of clot and ruin in random pools has tripled. In addition, this effect is only active when the Cookie Clicker window is opened. In this interactive chart, you can customize the slider in your time zone to compensate for the rescheduling of the schedule at
local time. Note that if you have 3 worship swaps and the right time is the best bonus times, you can easily top up your worship swap before you need to take the next step, and keep the bonus above 9%, at least 67% per day. This effect works regardless of the current season, even if there is no season.
TriviaEdit Godzamok icon, name and description is a reference to the film monster Godzilla. The name and description of Dotjeiess is a reference to the Javascript programming language. Javascript files usually end in a .js Mokalsium image and the description refers to the brand of melted cheese,
Laughing Cow (La vache qui rit), whose logo contains itself (mise en abyme). Its name is a pun on cheese, which provides the body with more calcium. In addition, Mokalsium can be a reference to One particulary good-natured cow update for the Fractal engine, which is about a cow that goes on
indefinitely. Skruyi's name may sound like the phrase Screw ya, referring to the fact that it is the spirit of contempt for the icon of Dashtrax that resembles the Bionicle Kanohi mask. A few weeks ago, your humble author published a rudimentary guide to Cookie Clicker, a browser-based game (now also on
Android) that basically invented the entire genre of downtime games. Well, it's run in the background for me ever since I tried to do the unthinkable: Actually finish the hung thing, or at least get as close as possible to what I'll be considering the finish line. Few players seem to make it this far. My arbitrary
chosen goal is to collect all either every game update or every Heavenly Chips (Prestige) update. You may also want to consider collecting full achievements, although some are quite long. I'm at 95% for Prestige, 80% for renewal, and 86% for achievements. So I'm sharing some late game ideas for those
of you I still see out there on the forum at the beginning and mid-game. Garden Gathering of each garden seed is also a goal in the game. If you go for it, it requires dedicated runs where you just focus on breeding new plants while studying the guide. By the end of the game, when you're generating
billions of prestige levels a day, the garden becomes a bit of a hassle; You barely have time to get it growing before you want to roll over and buy another Prestige upgrade or try another run. Here's my current snapshot of what I call a wild strategy: This is where I only plant a few (12-15, located in a
checkered pattern) Baker's wheat at the beginning of the run, set the ground for chips for maximum cross-pollination and then just let it make it it while I focus on other issues. You can see wheat is naturally cross-breed in various other early stages of plants, even clover production is all in itself. This is the
most economical plan, reaping you the full range of effects for about 15 minutes CPS (Cookies Per Second) at the beginning of the launch. Later I switch the soil to clay, keeping a healthy blend of plants around for long-term, pumped effects. Currently, this shot generates 3.44% CPS, 30% Granny CPS,
2.5% weight per click, and some modest Golden Cookie boosts. Other launches will call for other strategies, depending on what else you want to do this startup. Such as... Going toth action for Golden Cookies There is one inevitable fact: At some point you need an active game to get anywhere in this
game. A golden cookie combo can get you progress that can only be won with days, even weeks of idle background play. There will be a time when your progress hits a bottleneck and you just have to score a big Golden Cookie run to kick your total into the next high order of magnitude to buy the next
round of buildings and upgrades. I detailed some of the differences in strategy between downtime and active play last time. However, it's debatable whether going all the way to Golden Cookie maximization is really worth it. This is because the upgrade for more frequent and stronger Golden Cookies taxes
your resources that can be put into CPS grinding. At the same time, your rewards from Golden Cookies are always tied to the CPS anyway, so reduce profits. Does it come down to a problem of better having a Golden Cookie every 3/4ths of a second or 4/5ths of a second, with a difference in extra CPS
percentage? To wit, here's everything you want to set up to maxed out the Golden Cookie strategy: All regular updates: Happy Day, Serendipity, and Get Lucky. Golden goose egg updates from the Easter season. Some players have put this in one of their five permanent Prestige upgrade slots. All
updates of the Golden Biscuits from Prestige during the ascent. Note that three of them (Lucky Digit, Lucky Number, Lucky Payout) require you to stop running for a penny. It's possible by selling all the buildings when you're ready to climb and then redeem a small selection to roll up your legacy meter one
digit at a time. Location of garden plants including some selection of Gildmillet, Ordinary Clover, Golden Clover, Shimmerlily, White Chocoroot, queen, Fool's Bolete, or Green Rot. It would be crazy to keep all those around, so you'll probably head to clover and have some Gildmillet/Shimmerlily on the side.
Realistically, conventional clover have the longest lifespan and stability anyway. The Temple of the Pantheon is set on Vomitrax, perhaps also the Murdial max of Frenzy. If the season is active, don't forget the momentum from Selebrak as well. Krumbler is set for something like Arkane Aura and The Age
of The Age - After you have it on two auras of the plan, of course. Season Switch is set to be either Christmas day or Business Day with Prestige upgrade Starsnow or Startrade in effect. If you go to all these crazy troubles, you see Golden Cookies a few fractions of a second more often than you would,
say, just upgrade (regular and prestige). Plus taxes on the CPS, like Vomitrax punishing your buildings by percentage, or Krumblor not having a slot open to a Radiant Appetite aura. Losing a shining appetite automatically makes your Click Frenzy combo earn 50% as much right there. I tried maxed-out
garden and pantheon, full of auras, season, etc. toy for Golden Biscuits, and it's not worth the pain at all! Just agree to upgrade, plant a few clover, have a season running, and do with it. Your Golden Cookie launches will benefit a lot more from other settings working to increase CPS. Grandmapocalypse
Game creates a Grandmapocalypse as it is much more than it really is. The main thing is that it turns Golden Cookies into angry cookies (you can play on those hoping for it 5% Elder Frenzy if you want; I don't find it worth it) and introduces Wrinklers. In practice, you'll probably take the Bingo Center
upgrade to one mind without consequences and then leave the rest until you decide what you want to go to the night max CPS grind mode. You can also turn off Grandma's race with the elders and elders of the Covenant, but at this point it is usually best for you to start a new Ascension. Do it once to
reach and then don't worry. Seasons After you have a switch season and a full Prestige Season update, you'll be firing off the seasons every run. Usually you can do: Valentine's Day, click six hearts, switch. Christmas, fire from Santa upgrades that are so cheap, you can get them in seconds switch.
Activate Halloween only if you're going to wrinklers this launch. Otherwise settle down either for Christmas and hunt deer, or Easter and hunt egg upgrades. There is no reason to activate Business Day that anyone can say; Christmas provides the same 5% Golden Cookie bonus. You also want Selebrak
to be active in the Pantheon if you use Seasons. All seasons provide a soft boost to the frequency of Golden Cookie and Selebrak enhances seasonal effects, but it's nothing to get too excited about. If you have a Keepsakes Prestige update, you have a fifth chance to hold some special seasonal updates
for your next launch. It's great, but it's even better to slot a few in five permanent upgrade slots. Here are a few worth mentioning: Golden Goose Egg (Easter): Broadly agreed to be worth it, since it's only a Golden Modifier that's hard to get every run. Milk and biscuits (Christmas): Late game, Milk
becomes a treasure. Easy to get Santa updates every game, of course, but with this all the time a huge boost anyway, just like Octillion fingers. Dominion Santa (Christmas): Again, it's easy to get from Santa every run, but this single feature in the game allows for both a discount on buildings and
upgrades along with a 20% BONUS CPS thrown, so useful from the start of the launch. Omelette (Easter): Worth it only if you play Easter absolutely every run, just collect all the eggs that much faster. Caves: Centennial Egg (Easter): NOT WORTH IT if you are in a very late game as you will be climbing
on a daily basis or so. The bonus is 0.5% per day. Chocolate Egg (Easter): NOT SLOT it! This will make it trigger at the beginning of your run and give nothing. You want to fire this just before you go up at the end of the run, right after selling all your buildings. It works just like conjuring baked
goods/deer/Lucky Cookie: It pays you a percentage of your pot. The only way to get this secure is to lay off the Easter season every run, or hope it is carried over from Keepsakes. If you get it from Keepsakes, be sure to move it to The Vault (from the Inspired Prestige Checklist update), so you don't
accidentally fire it before you want. Max CPS Grind Strategy Is for downtime to play or leave it to run overnight. Checklist: Grandmapocalypse - On, with a full Wrinkler update work. Maybe some Wrinklegill works in the garden too. Shimmering Veil: On Golden Switch: On Sugar Frenzy: On If You Have
Sugar Lamps to Burn Krumblor: Shining Appetite and Breathing Dairy Garden: Your Choice of CPS Accelerators, but more importantly the late game of those Whiskerblooms enhancing your milk. Garden, if you have full access to seed plants, is practically a whole game for yourself. Pantheon: Mokalsium
in diamond slot, controversial Jeremy or Golobre between ruby and jade slots. You can be farming Sugar Lamps too and be on a Rigidel plan keeping your buildings in the t mix of ten. Grimoir: Since you kill Golden Cookies in several ways, the Power of the Hand of Destiny is worthless here. The
consistency I find useful is to reduce ineptitude (stop the sequence if it has the opposite effect), conjure the bakery, wait four minutes or so until the mana meter is refueling enough, and then conjure the baked goods with a decrease in ineptitude still active. This will give about 30% of your bank. Not too
interesting, but mana was there to be wasted anyway. Iron Finger Strategy There is an installation that I have highlighted as worth experimenting with once upon a time. It's just a ringing raising of family effects. To experiment to see how much you can get from clicking (without the effects of Golden
Cookies), your control All Finger Update Prestige Sky Gloves (10%) Santa's Upgrade Assistants (Christmas) (No 10%) Updating egg cookies (Easter) (10%) (10%) Dragon Cursor and Reality Bending Aura (No 5.5%) - maybe going with something else rather than a reality bend would be more beneficial,
although a garden setting including some mix of Thumb (No.2%) and G glovemorel (4%) Theoretically, a garden filled with Glovemorel will give 144% clicking, however it will also tax YOUR CPS at 36% that factors in how much you make per click through the Fingers update anyway. A garden filled with
Thumbcorn gives a free 72% per click penalty. The full effect doesn't look like it's worth much, since CPS enhancements do more to increase the value of clicks anyway. Conclusion, as we mentioned earlier, Cookie Clicker is a game with an infinite condition of the game, so it's up to you to solve your goal
and dwell on that. Those of you a little underwhelmed by all this (not really, we're crazy, that's ok) might decide that their goal is there, I tried once, happy now. For the rest of us ... It's not just a game, it's science! Science! wsus event 10022 the last catalog synchronization attempt was unsuccessful. wsus
event id 10022 the last catalog synchronization attempt was unsuccessful. event 10022 the last catalog synchronization attempt was unsuccessful
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